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by Taylor. Why an ALeve? Â· In the future, I Â .Q: How to make a
has_many relationship require the existence of the associated records? I
am converting some existing code from one database to Rails 3, and I
need to make some changes to the model. One of the models has a

has_many, and I need to be able to filter this list of objects by the value
of a field in the join table. How can I make this have a required_by_field?

ActiveRecord::Base.class_eval do def required_by_field(*fields)
fields.each do |field| belongs_to :role, :class_name => "User",

:foreign_key => "recipient_id", :required => field end end end -- class
MyObject "User" end class User "User", :foreign_key => "recipient_id",

:required => :role_exists? end -- class User "recipient_id" def
role_exists? return false if!self.recipient_roles.empty? true end end This
assumes that you have Role#recipient_id as the relationship name in
the join model. If you want to make sure that the association is always

loaded as an object, you should modify the role_exists? method to fetch
the association as well. CNN’s Alisyn Camerota said Wednesday that the

school shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Park
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KeyÂ .Kendrick Lamar to officially
sign with Top Dawg

Entertainment FILE - In this
Tuesday, March 11, 2014 file

photo, Chief Executive Officer of
Top Dawg Entertainment,

Anthony "Top Dawg" Tiffith, left,
and Chairman and CEO of TDE

Entertainment, Rich Artis,
present the Grammy for Best Rap

Album at The Grammys on
Sunday, Feb. 8, 2015, at Staples
Center in Los Angeles. A source
confirms Kendrick Lamar's deal
with Top Dawg Entertainment is

worth $10 million. The deal,
which is expected to be signed
this week, is reported to be for
four albums. (Photo by Jordan
Strauss/Invision/AP, File) LOS

ANGELES (AP) — Kendrick
Lamar's deal with Top Dawg
Entertainment is worth $10
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million, a person with knowledge
of the deal told The Associated

Press. The deal is expected to be
signed this week, the person

said. The person spoke to AP on
condition of anonymity because
the contract is not yet signed.

Top Dawg Entertainment is home
to Childish Gambino and

ScHoolboy Q. Its albums have
sold over 2.3 million albums in
the U.S., according to Nielsen.

Kendrick was one of three
rappers named best new artist at
the recent Grammy awards. The
other two nominees were Drake
and Macklemore & Ryan Lewis.
Kendrick's breakout album "To

Pimp a Butterfly," was a Game of
Thrones-influenced cultural study
that examines race, violence and
heaven. A major publishing deal
came with the album. Kendrick's
deal with Top Dawg could help

his profile and profile his career.
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After years of independent
albums, Kendrick has several big
projects in the works, including a

joint album with Drake and a
follow-up to To Pimp a Butterfly.
Kendrick has been nominated for
the BET Award for best new artist
several times, but never won. "As

the CEO of Top Dawg
Entertainment, I am proud to

announce that Kendrick Lamar
and TDE are officially team
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Wheel (06201): Amazon.com.br:
Games. [7] David P. Eastman
writes of the Hypergeometric

mode: Some of you may
remember a video game made in

the 1990s,. We've seen them
from more expensive wheels in

the past, such as the Centerforce
CLX.Â .1. Field of the Invention
The present invention relates to

a phase voltage-controlled
oscillator, a phase frequency-
controlled oscillator, a phase

circuit, an oscillation frequency
conversion circuit, and a

frequency divider circuit. 2.
Description of the Related Art A

phase voltage-controlled
oscillator has been known as an
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oscillator which generates an
oscillation signal with a constant
output frequency irrespective of

an ambient temperature or a
power-source voltage or so forth
(for example, Japanese Patent

Application Laid-open No.
2010-200235 (which will be

referred to hereinbelow as Patent
Document 1)). An example of a

conventional phase voltage-
controlled oscillator is shown in
FIG. 18. In this figure, reference

numeral 1 denotes a phase
voltage-controlled oscillator,

reference numeral 2 denotes a
constant current source,

reference numeral 3 denotes a
current mirror circuit, reference
numeral 4 denotes a resistance,
reference numeral 5 denotes an
inductor, reference numeral 6

denotes a first frequency dividing
circuit, reference numeral 7
denotes a second frequency
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dividing circuit, reference
numeral 8 denotes a current-
voltage converter, reference
numeral 9 denotes a driving

circuit, and reference numeral 10
denotes a capacitor. Reference
voltage Vcnt is applied to the

positive terminal of the current
mirror circuit 3 to receive a first

oscillation signal osc1 in this
circuit to form a drive signal

oscv3 to the driving circuit 9. The
driving circuit 9 receives a

second oscillation signal osc2
obtained by dividing a frequency
of the first oscillation signal osc1
via the first frequency dividing

circuit 6 and the second
frequency dividing circuit 7 and
thus drives the phase voltage-

controlled oscillator 1 to produce
a first oscillation signal osc3
which is phase-locked to the

second oscillation signal osc2. In
the constant current source 2,
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